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For the past 20 years, Moule & Polyzoides has focused on the 
planning of sustainable cities through the architectural and 
urban design of transit-oriented developments and their mixed-
use neighborhoods and districts. Our many award-winning TOD 
master plans, downtown specific plans, station area plans and 
TOD architectural projects have been set throughout the coun-
try in the context of high-speed rail, light rail, BRT and streetcar 
stations. Our projects enable safe, effective and well-integrated 
transit, encourage diverse mixed-use new and infill projects and 
promote long-term economic vitality.
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Del Mar Station Transit 
Village, Pasadena, California
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Moule & Polyzoides, Architects and Urbanists was established with the goal of cre-

ating beautiful and enduring buildings, neighborhoods and districts and, through 

them, reinvigorating civic life by restoring the urban cores of our towns and cities 

and providing an alternative to suburban sprawl.

  Moule & Polyzoides’s work has been published worldwide, showcased in various 

museum and university exhibitions, and has received many awards for excellence. 

Our work at all scales is set within ambitious ecological design frameworks. Human 

scale, open space, landscape, transportation, utility infrastructure and building 

issues are all carefully integrated into our projects. We are experts in the design of 

various particular building and place types and have produced significant theoretical 

and practical advances in the areas of urbanism and housing.

  Elizabeth Moule and Stefanos Polyzoides were two of the six founders of the 

New Urbanist movement in 1990. For the last twenty five years, we have led the rec-

lamation of Southern California’s historic walkable neighborhoods and city centers. 

We have pioneered the process of suburban retrofit and greenfield town planning. 

We have designed some of the most iconic transit-oriented development and mixed-

use projects in the United States. We have achieved this extensive, distinguished 

body of work with a small and dedicated staff, with a focus on the principles of the 

CNU and with an emphasis on loyalty to and engagement with the needs and visions 

of the diverse communities that we collaborate with. At the center of our practice is a 

total commitment to quality, integrity, efficiency and accountability, along with strict 

adherence to budgets and schedules and, ultimately, a superior service.
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Aerial view from southwest
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Mission Street Specific Plan
  South PaSadena, California

This Plan creates a long-term vision for the historic downtown area of South Pasadena, focusing on 
two streets, Mission Street and Fair Oaks Avenue, and the existing Gold Line light rail station. The area 
around the station is enhanced as a public plaza for gatherings and a farmers’ market. Mission Street is 
envisioned as a low-intensity retail destination, building on its historic Main Street character. 
 The Plan allows for infilling the remaining developable land along Mission Street with mixed- use 
buildings and, with the addition of streetscape and parklets, augments the quality of its sidewalks. Fair 
Oaks is designed as a mid-density avenue, framed with a double row of street trees. Existing alleys are 
enhanced with paving, lighting and landscape to create a parallel pedestrian network through South 
Pasadena’s downtown. The mixed-use buildings that are proposed here are larger and appropriate to the 
character of this street. Parking for the non-residential uses within the downtown is consolidated in lots 
and garages within private developments to encourage a 24/7 pedestrian-friendly environment.

Mission Street, view to east
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Illustrative plan
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Plaza at the future  
Gold Line station
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San Dimas Downtown Specific Plan
  San dimaS, California

This project creates a planning vision for the historic downtown of San Dimas. The primary catalyst for 
this vision is a new light rail station located at the western terminus of Bonita Avenue, the City’s main 
street. A new plaza and public parking garage lined with commercial and retail uses announces and 
activates the station area and becomes a gateway into the downtown. New infill at both the block and lot 
scales completes the street fabric and defines the network of open spaces and parks. Bonita Avenue and 
other cross streets are tamed with bulb-outs, cross-walks and landscape elements to make them pedes-
trian-friendly, even as a robust preservation strategy ensures that the historic character of the downtown 
area will be retained for the long term.

New development along 
Bonita Avenue
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Illustrative Plan
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Illustrative plan
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The University Village
  univerSity of redlandS, redlandS, California

The University Village at the University of Redlands is a town-gown project centered on the terminus 
station of the soon-to-be-built San Bernardino–Redlands Arrow train line.
 Composed of beautiful, tree-lined streets and walkable blocks, the Village is structured around a 
stormwater and rainwater network that captures 100-year stormwater events and provides year-round 
greywater storage. A north-south Main Street, configured as a rambla, connects the Village directly to the 
heart of the University and separates the mixed-use neighborhood center to the west from multi-family 
residential blocks to the east. The project provides 200,000 square feet of retail and commercial space, 
including a market hall and an art house movie theater; 200,000 square feet of flex space; 1,000 units of 
housing; and two hotels.

Redlands Hotel arcade 
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University Village Station
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(above) Sylvan 
Neighborhood

(below) The Ramblas 
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Illustrative plan
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North Montclair Transit Village Specific Plan
  montClair, California

The North Montclair Transit Village Specific Plan, adopted in 2006, mitigates the City’s sprawl by estab-
lishing a framework and development strategy for a pedestrian-oriented retail and residential District 
surrounding the city’s regional transit center. A typical Southern California post-war suburb, Montclair 
is dominated by tract houses and apartments from the 1950s–1970s, with a commercial District of auto-
oriented retail businesses clustered around a regional shopping mall. Virtually no building in the City 
predates the 1940s and there is no historic Downtown.
  The Specific Plan focuses on the 100-plus acres of vacant lots, strip malls and other marginal 
land uses that are located between the mall and transit center, which is served by local buses, the regional 
Metrolink rail and the future Gold Line light rail. The planning process explored the viability of housing 
at various densities, commercial office and retail, structured parking and the transformation of the exist-
ing mall into a compact, mixed-use pedestrian-friendly Village. The Plan also addresses the full range of 
traffic, economic and environmental reviews.

New plaza connecting to 
parking garage
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Aerial view from the 
southeast
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Northgate Mall Redevelopment
  el PaSo, texaS

The Northgate Mall Redevelopment, located in El Paso, Texas, is deployed on the 31-acre site of a failed 
mall and is located in the suburbs of the city. The local transit authority has designated the site as a bus 
rapid transit terminal, where residents from the edges of the metropolitan area can get here by car, park, 
and then ride a bus to the downtown.
 The program is a complex mix of 300,000 square feet of retail, restaurant, entertainment and office 
space and 450 units of housing, 20% of them affordable. Parking is provided in a rich array of different 
places, garages, streets and the middle of blocks, all hidden from the public realm.
 The scheme is organized on a grid of slow streets and blocks that allow for various methods of park-
ing appropriate to the building types utilized. The main commercial ground floor space is organized as a 
main street terminating in a square. Upper floors are designed as flexible lofts. Residences are designed 
in a variety of housing types. The form of the architecture is scaled to the intimate experience of shop-
ping and walking outdoors, while its styles are finely mixed from contemporary to traditional, adjusted 
to the demands of a hot and dry desert climate.

View of Main Street 
buildings looking northeast 
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View of Main Street  
looking east 
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Axonometric view
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Aldea de El Paso
  el PaSo, texaS

This 200-acre Master Plan is the second development to emerge from the City of El Paso’s recently 
adopted Smart Code. This new Town Center is located just south of the Montecillo Neighborhood, on a 
heavily sloping site in the center of the City, fronting Mesa Boulevard. The Master Plan has four princi-
pal components: a 185,000-square-foot Walmart and support retail located in the center of the site along 
Interstate 10; a traditional Rambla main street with 1,000,000 square feet of urban retail and commer-
cial uses located at the site’s higher western edge; a multi-lane boulevard fronted by retail and office uses 
connects Mesa to the freeway and a new 1,000-home Neighborhood is located to the site’s northwest. 
The Master Plan has an interconnected block-street grid interspersed with a variety of parks and open 
spaces.
 This project was a collaboration with Susan Henderson and Geoff Dyer of Placemakers.

Illustrative plan
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Illustrative plan
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Rohnert Park Transit Village
  rohnert Park, California

This 100,000-square-foot retail and 600-unit transit village is located on a 10-acre site along a commer-
cial avenue in the City of Rohnert Park in Northern California. The project is designed around a network 
of pedestrian-scaled blocks and streets centered on a central park. The park is visually connected to a 
new light rail station and to the suburban commercial developments of the surrounding blocks. In the 
future this suburban fabric could be transformed into a contiguous urban town center. Four- and five-
story buildings define the park with commercial uses at street levels and residential uses above, while 
two- to three-story buildings create a lower density fabric at the site’s edges. Residential types range from 
stacked apartments and town homes to flex buildings, all rendered in different architectural styles to cre-
ate a visually rich and memorable transit village.
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Train entering Del Mar 
Station at Del Mar Avenue
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Del Mar Station Transit Village
  PaSadena, California

Del Mar Station is a Transit-Oriented Development surrounding a prominent Metro Rail stop on the 
Gold Line, which connects Los Angeles and Pasadena. Located at the southern edge of downtown, it 
serves as a gateway to the city with 347 apartments, out of which 15% are affordable units. Approximately 
20,000 square feet of retail is linked with a network of public plazas, paseos and private courtyards. The 
3.4-acre, $77 million project sits above a 1,200-car multi-level subterranean parking garage, with 600 
spaces dedicated to transit. The light rail right of way, detailed as a public street, bisects the site.
  A blended density project with 100 units per acre, Del Mar Station remains consistent with 
the height and mass of the surrounding buildings and the existing traffic-handling capacity of adjacent 
streets. The project comprises four separate buildings which vary typologically, stylistically and in their 
individual details, such as exterior cladding, windows and doors, balcony types, building color, roof 
materials, landscaping, and exterior lighting fixtures. The historic Santa Fe train depot, a central feature 
of the site, was rehabilitated to Secretary of Interior’s Standards and now houses a popular restaurant.

  The project won the Congress of the New Urbanism’s Charter Award.

Aerial
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AerialView across courtyard to 
train platform
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Inner courtyard with historic 
Santa Fe station
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View to north with Metro 
Gold Line
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Mission Meridian Village
  South PaSadena, California

Mission Meridian Village is a Transit-Oriented Development adjacent to a light rail station, situated on 
the Gold Line between downtown Los Angeles and Pasadena. The site is located between a traditional 
Neighborhood and an historic Neighborhood Center in the process of being revitalized.
  Sixty-seven condominiums and 5,000 square feet of retail space accommodate those interested 
in commuting to work by train. Buildings of various types are arranged on the 1.65-acre site, including 
courtyard housing, single-family houses, duplexes and mixed-use lofts, generating a streetscape that 
mediates between the commercial character of the existing Neighborhood Center and the residential 
scale of the California bungalows surrounding the project. Two levels of subterranean parking provide 
280 parking spaces to commuters, project residents and neighbors.

Retail at Mission Meridian
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Mission Meridian loft  
units

Bungalows facing Meridian 
Avenue
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Illustrative plan
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Downtown Fresno Specific Plan
  freSno, California

Once a vital regional center, Fresno enjoyed growth and prosperity from its founding in 1872 through 
World War II. Today it is California’s fifth largest city, but has suffered a gradual decline related to the 
growth of outlying suburban sprawl and the over-scaled roadways and highways that now surround its 
downtown. To address the City’s long-term challenges, Moule & Polyzoides was asked to create a new 
plan for the 7,200-acre core area, including the Fulton Corridor, the historic Fulton Mall and the sur-
rounding Neighborhoods.
 The plan focuses on revitalization, infrastructure, Sustainability, aesthetics and economic develop-
ment and will integrate one of the State’s proposed high-speed rail stations. Incorporating extensive 
public outreach and input, the overall effort will develop a comprehensive vision for future development 
with a new Specific Plan, Community Plan and a supporting environmental document. Initiated in late 
2009, completion of the Specific Plan is scheduled for 2012.

South end of the Fulton 
Mall
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Mariposa Plaza 
transformed into the heart 
of the Fulton Corridor
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New mixed-use street with 
access to rail station
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Santa Ana Renaissance Specific Plan
  Santa ana, California

Santa Ana’s historic center is being transformed, rectifying the urban renewal-based practices of the 
past 40 years that have scarred Orange County’s administrative center. A new Specific Plan with regula-
tory status was developed for the 457-acre, 135-block area that includes two Districts (Civic Center and 
Downtown), three Neighborhoods, and an industrial area adjacent to the most important train station 
between San Diego and Los Angeles. The Plan leverages the area’s historic and cultural character, reaf-
firming Santa Ana’s identity and promoting renewed private and public investments in this important 
Southern California city.
 The Specific Plan is executed through a Form-Based Code which uses ten zones, twelve street types, 
and eleven architectural building types. The three Neighborhoods and two Districts in the plan area are 
reassembled into a cohesive and complementary central city, creating a thriving place to live and work.

Park with restored YWCA 
building
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Residential towers at rail 
station

Illustrative plan
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Embarcadero and 
Municipal Auditorium

Illustrative plan
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River North District Master Plan
  San antonio, texaS

The Downtown San Antonio Community Development Corporation and the City of San Antonio 
cosponsored the preparation of this Master Plan for a 375-acre Transit-Oriented Development immedi-
ately north of downtown San Antonio. The San Antonio River flows through the center of the planning 
area and connects to the historic Riverwalk to the south. The resulting Master Plan, adopted in 2009, 
includes a Form-Based Code and a detailed implementation strategy, transforming this underperform-
ing area into a strong downtown with walkable Neighborhoods.
  Among the Plan’s key actions are the transformation of Broadway from a wide highway 
to a pedestrian-friendly street, including generous sidewalks and a new streetcar line; adoption of 
Neighborhood preservation and infill strategies; creation of a vibrant new performing arts District; 
development of a major new plaza fronting the San Antonio Museum of Art; and renewal of historic 
buildings adjacent to the downtown. The Plan extends the historic Riverwalk and uses it to create new 
mixed-use residential Neighborhoods in downtown San Antonio.

Avenue B row houses and 
streetcar

Performing arts 
neighborhood
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Embarcadero and 
Municipal Auditorium
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Water taxi at New Museum 
Embarcadero, above

Mixed-use buildings on 
Broadway, below
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Mixed-use building over 
parking at transit station
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East Los Angeles Transit-Oriented Development 
Specific Plan
  loS angeleS, California

East Los Angeles, located adjacent to downtown Los Angeles, is home to a culturally distinct community 
with many local businesses. Its central location has historically been a crossing point for a variety of 
transportation Corridors and freeways, linking the suburbs with the center of the Los Angeles region. 
The planning area for this project is approximately 2.5 miles by one mile, generally straddling Third 
Street in the heart of East Los Angeles. The Plan seeks to leverage a recent public investment in four new 
Gold Line station stops.
  The Plan included an extensive public outreach program, a charrette process that resulted in a 
widely supported community vision, a new Form-Based Code and a Specific Plan. The Plan will enhance 
the public realm through a variety of innovative design, landscape, transportation, economic and preser-
vation strategies.

Central Avenue at 
Broadway, looking west 
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Illustrative plan
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Illustrative plan in context
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Transit plaza with civic 
building

Hercules Town Center Transit District
  herCuleS, California

Hercules Town Center Transit District is a mixed-use transit-oriented development on a 125-acre brown-
field site on San Pablo Bay, thirty minutes north of San Francisco. The single-family neighborhoods sur-
rounding the new Town Center were built and occupied from 2002 through 2006 in accordance with 
an original Master Plan. Adopted by the City in 2001, it is among the first in California that included a 
Form-Based Development Code.
  The master developer retained Moule & Polyzoides in 2009 to further refine the urban and 
architectural design of the mixed-use transit district and to better integrate into it the City’s proposed 
train and ferry terminal. This work recast the historic Hercules Powder Company buildings on the hill-
top as a flexible conference center and business campus, defined a mixed-intensity residential quarter 
cascading to the Bay, and reoriented several blocks to center upon a landmark hotel and plaza as the 
pedestrian gateway to Hercules Point. The new configuration also clarifies transit access and places 
related retail, office and civic buildings around a redesigned station plaza.
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Rosewalk housing
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Entry plaza with 
campanile, above

Hotel, looking west, below
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Transit plaza at night
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Building a Better Freeport
  freePort, new york

This project creates a new vision for New York State’s largest incorporated village and has become a 
regional and national model for aging commercial corridors and transit-oriented development and 
revitalization. Freeport, located on the south shore of Long Island, sought a community-driven plan that 
would revitalize this declining corridor and station area. Working in a charrette, residents collaborated 
with the design team to provide insights into their community and their hopes for “Building a Better 
Freeport.”
 The vision plan that grew out of the charrette focused on North Main Street and the transit station 
area. This includes the design of a regionally appropriate plan for the public realm, a form-based code, 
emphasis on transit-oriented development, smart growth opportunities and a structured implementa-
tion plan. An illustrative vision plan document describes the nature of the renewed main street corridor, 
leveraging new development and preservation to reestablish safety, economic vitality, pedestrian connec-
tivity and community place-making.
 The project is being undertaken through the joint efforts of Moule & Polyzoides, the Regional Plan 
Association and Sustainable Long Island.
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New infill and restored 
buildings at gateway plaza 
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Illustrative plan
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Downtown Newhall Specific Plan
  Santa Clarita, California

Newhall, an historic Southern California community located in the 250-square mile Santa Clarita Valley, 
has been gradually surrounded by suburban development over the past 50 years. In order to repair the 
damages caused by sprawl, this 300-acre Specific Plan, adopted in 2006, reestablishes the community’s 
connections along two corridors, intensifies the two historic Neighborhoods that flank the downtown 
and transforms the original 1870s settlement into a transit-oriented district linked by commuter rail to 
Los Angeles.
 The Specific Plan maintains regional access to the community while converting vast amounts of 
surface parking and automotive-related industry to mixed-use and transit-oriented housing. The center-
piece is a new five-block, 300,000-square-foot main street organized as a formal avenue that is termi-
nated by major civic institutions and punctuated by a new mercado and plaza. Two strategically located 
park-once garages wrapped with mixed-use buildings reinforce the area’s urban character.

Mercado Plaza on  
Main Street 
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Main plaza 
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Placentia-Westgate Master Plan
  PlaCentia, California

This 110-acre transit-oriented district restores Placita Santa Fe, Placentia’s original town, and creates 
two new Neighborhoods on derelict industrial land. The Plan transforms conventional suburban mega 
blocks into a fine-grained pattern of increased density punctuated by open spaces and civic sites.
 A walkable network of varied blocks, plazas, parks and streetscapes generates up to 1,500 new dwell-
ings, 200,000 square feet of retail and 450,000 square feet of office development. The Specific Plan 
includes a Form-Based Code and detailed implementation program that effectively guides the regenera-
tion of this north Orange County community.

Restored market hall  
with infill 
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View of stacked flat building 
facing park 
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MaxPac Square
  Somerville, maSSaChuSettS

Located on a 5.5-acre triangular site just outside of Boston, MaxPac Square is a 199-unit transit-oriented 
neighborhood infill that includes 25 affordable housing units. Situated at the edge of a single-family 
neighborhood, it is bordered on the south by the reactivated Massachusetts Bay Commuter Railroad.
 The plan is centered on a rectangular quad defined by four residential buildings, with two-story 
townhouse units located at the southeast corner of the site. Access to the quad is from the west via a road 
that passes under one of the structures. Each of the quad’s buildings is designed as a three- or four-story 
double-loaded stacked bar with a mix of flats, townhouses and lofts served by a subterranean garage. The 
buildings feature various traditional and contemporary architectural styles, creating a rich and diverse 
neighborhood fabric.

Illustrative plan
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Central Avenue at 
Broadway, looking west 
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East Downtown Broadway Central Corridor
  albuquerque, new mexiCo

East Downtown Albuquerque is in the process of revitalizing the Central Avenue and Broadway 
Corridors with light rail and a comprehensive redevelopment strategy. The task was to change the high-
speed nature of the streets and develop appropriate form-based zoning that will repair and revitalize the 
degraded retail corridor while strengthening the surrounding neighborhood. A two-month period of 
research, analysis and stakeholder meetings brought together all of the interested parties in a week-long 
charrette, during which a plan for a solution that could be quickly implemented was developed.
 The program includes preservation of the neighborhood and significant buildings along the corri-
dor, changing the street section of Central from two lanes of traffic to one in each direction with a 24-foot 
ramblas that will in the future accommodate light rail. Broadway will be converted into a true boulevard, 
with side lanes, parking and four rows of trees. The Broadway/Central and Central/I-25 intersections 
will be transformed through the addition of roundabouts that will foster better traffic flow as well as pro-
vide sites for civic monuments. This new plan also accommodates an additional 1,500 units of housing 
and a significant amount of retail and office space.

Central Avenue at 
Broadway, looking west 
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Site plan aerial 
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Alvarado Center
  albuquerque, new mexiCo

A community with deep cultural roots, Albuquerque is distinguished by a profound urban history that 
over the last two centuries has generated especially livable buildings and vibrant places with unique 
regional character. Misguided urban renewal in the 1960s unfortunately led to the demolition of most of 
Albuquerque’s historic Alvarado District, but a few remaining buildings and activities in the District pro-
vided the foundation for the redevelopment plan, bringing significant new private and public improve-
ments to the area.
 The project included the reconstruction of the Alvarado Hotel as a municipal transportation center 
and the reconstruction of the Santa Fe Depot. The program incorporated 175,000 square feet of retail 
and entertainment uses in four city blocks, including a 14-screen theater complex, 300 units of housing 
in a variety of building types, 100,000 square feet of office space and two joint-use park-once garages.

Central Avenue and 1st 
Street, looking west 
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Massing strategy
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Culver Crossings
  Culver City, California

Adjacent to the historic Helms Bakery complex in Culver City, Culver Crossings consolidated an amor-
phous area into a major town center. The boundaries of this urban infill development are formed by 
three major boulevards and the Metro Exposition Line. Designed as a transit village, it is oriented around 
an intermodal public plaza and directly linked to the future light rail line station below. The plaza is the 
central focus of an open space network that integrates new community parks and streets into existing 
paseos, streets and semi-private courtyards.
 The plaza is defined by mixed-use buildings with ground floor retail and housing above. A park-
once garage lined with live-work units serves commuters as well as visitors, linking and strengthening 
the pedestrian-friendly character of the project area. The project reuses existing industrial buildings and 
fills in vacant lots with new structures inspired by traditional commercial and mixed-use building types. 
At full build-out the project will include 400 housing units and over 200,000 square feet of retail and 
office space.

Furniture showroom and 
mixed-use buildings 
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Furniture showroom and 
mixed-use buildings
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Site plan 
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Azusa Station
  azuSa, California

As a component of Azusa’s new General Plan and Development Code, Azusa Station established the 
new Gold Line light rail station as a northern anchor to the City’s downtown. The Plan and Code identi-
fies potential development possibilities in the area directly surrounding the rail station and establishes 
appropriate building envelopes, frontage types and parking ratios necessary to create a vibrant pedestri-
an-oriented environment.
 In conjunction with the non-profit foundation Gold Line Tomorrow, Moule & Polyzoides held a 
series of community-based design workshops to elaborate upon initial studies. The Plan, as it emerged 
through public participation, provides guidelines for the location, form and density of a park-and-ride 
garage, a grocery store, mixed-use buildings and various types of residential structures. The Plan also 
reflects the community’s desire to incorporate historic structures such as the original Santa Fe depot and 
citrus packinghouse into the transit village.

Transit plaza 
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Pico & Flower at night
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Pico & Flower
  loS angeleS, California

The Pico & Flower Transit-Oriented Development is a 450,000-square-foot mixed-use building sited 
directly across from a major Blue Line Metro station in downtown Los Angeles. The 18-story building on 
1.13 acres includes 338 residential units and a 449-stall underground garage. It will serve both market 
rate and workforce housing and provide convenient Metro connections to all downtown Districts and to 
the larger Los Angeles metropolitan region. Conceived as an urban architectural icon, Pico & Flower will 
be a glowing beacon demarcating a major transportation portal situated between the sports and fashion 
Districts of Los Angeles.
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Massing model 
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MacArthur / BART Transit Village
  oakland, California

Located near Downtown Oakland, the MacArthur/BART Transit Village is a ten-acre mixed-use transit-
oriented development that will revitalize a blighted and fractured community that surrounds one of 
Oakland’s seven BART stations.
 The station itself will not only be a major link to the surrounding communities of Berkeley, down-
town Oakland, downtown San Francisco and Contra Costa County, but it will also serve also as an 
employment destination with unparalleled regional accessibility. The design for this catalytic project 
accommodates 500 housing units comprising a mix of loft, live-work, townhouse, flat-style apartments 
and more than 100,000 square feet of retail space.
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View of model from south 
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Downtown Burbank Mixed Use
  burbank, California

This plan proposes a pedestrian-friendly, 600-unit mixed-use transit village on 11 acres of land divided 
by the Metrolink and the Golden State Freeway. A new pedestrian bridge extends the existing street, 
enhancing the linkage of the transit hub to the surrounding neighborhoods and districts. A subterra-
nean parking garage accommodates Metrolink commuters.
 The northern site is bisected by Palm Avenue, which has been redesigned as walkable paseos that 
connect First Street to the new bridge. Ground floors along First Street and the Palm Avenue paseos will 
accommodate up to 30,000 square feet of retail and restaurants, strengthening the area’s physical char-
acter and economic prospects. Two public greens on the southern site are surrounded by three blocks 
of housing that include live-work lofts, townhouses and stacked flats. A tree-lined green faces Burbank 
Creek and will act as a buffer from an existing industrial area.

First Street, looking 
northwest 
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Elizabeth Moule  Partner 

Vinayak Bharne  PrinCiPal

Director of Design Vinayak Bharne is a leading thinker and practitioner in urban-

ism and architecture and brings significant domestic and international experience 

in new town and neighborhood design, transit-oriented and mixed-use develop-

ment, multi-family housing and campus architecture and planning. Mr. Bharne 

is currently directing two projects in El Paso, Texas: a 350-acre town center and a 

280-acre mixed-use new town center. His extensive campus planning experience 

includes the Southwest Campus Student Housing Master Plan for UCLA; a resi-

dential master plan for the University of California, Santa Barbara; and campus 

plans for Fuller Seminary, Scripps College and the Brooks Institute. Mr. Bharne 

also holds a joint teaching appointment at the University of Southern California in 

the schools of public policy and architecture. 

Ms. Moule’s career includes architecture, urbanism, teaching and writing. She 

is a cofounder of the Congress for the New Urbanism, an emeritus member of 

its Board of Directors, and a coauthor of the Canons of Sustainable Architecture 

and Urbanism, the companion to the Charter of the New Urbanism. She currently 

leads the design for a residence hall at Scripps College and a new neighborhood 

design in Winnipeg. Recent projects include the Pasadena Conservatory of Music, 

a streetscape design for Lancaster, California and a 55-acre new town in Panama. 

Ms. Moule designed the LEED Platinum west coast headquarters for the NRDC, 

two hotels in West Hollywood and multiple campus projects. Her work has been 

published widely and she has contributed articles to many books and periodicals. 

She is a founding partner of Moule & Polyzoides and, with her partner, is a Seaside 

Prize recipient for 1998.
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Stefanos Polyzoides  Partner

Chris Allaire  PrinCiPal

Christian Allaire serves as a senior architect, often working with institutional, 

higher education and private clients. He is currently leading the design for a new 

residence hall at Scripps College and recently completed the LEED-Gold Academic 

and Administration Building for New College of Florida, a 34,000-square-foot, 

$8.48 million project that is the first structure to be realized from the 2006 New 

College Master Plan, prepared by Moule & Polyzoides One of a series of buildings 

that form the College’s main quad, it includes offices, classrooms and support 

space. Mr. Allaire’s work has also included serving as senior project architect for 

two urban courtyard housing projects, both of which carry forward the firm’s deep 

commitment to this building type. Mr. Allaire brings a deep commitment to sus-

tainable design, and is a LEED Accredited Professional. 

Stefanos Polyzoides’s professional experience includes the design of educational, 

institutional, commercial and civic buildings, historic rehabilitation, housing, 

campus planning, and urban design. From 1973 until 1997, he was Associate 

Professor of Architecture at the University of Southern California and from 1983 

through 1990 he was on the Advisory Board for the School of Architecture at 

Princeton University. He is a cofounder of the Congress for the New Urbanism 
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Toronto, Ontario, 1933
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INTRODUCTION: LOTS, BLOCkS AND STREETS

Throughout human history, people have settled the land based on two fundamental desires, to be 

both in motion and in place. Cities as we understand them today were formed when the necessary 

movement of people and vehicles through them began to crystallize in the design of distinct rights 

of way. And as in response, in the enabling of stasis, human comfort and security, pleasure and 

production, in the form of distinct blocks, lots and buildings of various kinds.

 The physical character and livability of human settlements has always existed in the inter-

section between the design and maintenance of this grid of potential, a simple binary system of 

Urbanism: blocks defining streets for mobility, streets defining blocks for inhabitation.

 The particular design of these two key ingredients of city making has changed radically in 

pattern and scale over time, adapting to human needs. Their interdependence has not. We can 

experience it in all kinds of beloved existing traditional places: in Villages designed for hand cart 

service, in towns organized around the movement of animal drawn carriages, in cities built to the 

scale of motorized vehicles, in regions supported by transit.

Notes on Transit-Oriented Development 
by Stefanos Polyzoides
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1   DENSITY AND MOBILITY: THE LINk BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSIT

Development related to transit is a 19th century phenomenon whose benefits we are beginning to 

rediscover. The new, expansive scale of mass production of the Industrial Revolution demanded 

greater concentrations of workers living within cities in order to service the labor needs of emerg-

ing businesses. The combined environmental effects of factory pollution and poorly designed 

housing associated with the densification of cities fueled an exodus of residential development to 

the suburbs. The scale of cities was forever transformed both by intensity and by distance.

 Mass transit was born as humanity’s first response to the twin challenges of moving more 

people further than ever imagined or attempted before. The systems of choice were the streetcar 

and the railroad. The resultant urban forms were station-driven, the central business district and 

the suburban town. There are many such places operating today, with admirable efficiency, archi-

tectural distinction, living quality and value-building force. Most of them are to be found in the 

metropolitan regions of New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago. The rediscovery of transit 

as a catalyst for development and redevelopment in the present is more than anything else, a 

response to the ravages of auto-based sprawl in the latter half of the 20th century.

Fair Oaks & Colorado 
Boulevards, Pasadena, 
California, c. 1947
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 Reclaiming cities, selectively densifying them, remixing their uses, recharging their eco-

nomic ingre dients, recasting their environmental performance, depends on introducing mobil-

ity strategies beyond the automobile. The choice of walking and taking transit, allows people to 

access their work place and various services foregoing the remarkable cost of owning and main-

taining a car, and eliminating the catastrophic environmental effects associated with operating 

cars and car-generated growth.

2   TOD & DOT AT THE CORE OF SUSTAINABLE URBANISM

There are two basic strategies for using transit as an agent of urbanization: transit-oriented devel-

opment (TOD) and development-oriented transit (DOT). The first strategy, TOD, was brilliantly 

utilized in the United States in the late 19th century and up to the 1930s for the purpose of open-

ing up green field sites for development. Streetcar lines were constructed to gain access to the 

periphery of cities, and transit-accessible suburbs were built in almost every city in the United 

States. By the beginning of sprawl-based suburbanization in the 1950s almost every city in this 

Del Mar Station,  
Pasadena, California, 2008
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country was organized around streetcar-centered arterial roads. Indeed, the definition of arte-

rial road included a streetcar corridor in its center. These streetcar systems were almost entirely 

demolished by 1965, as all growth became strictly and exclusively auto-oriented.

 The second strategy, DOT, is currently being practiced to redevelop underutilized urban land 

or to intensify the building fabric in underperforming or under-serviced parts of cities. The cata-

lytic effect of inserting transit into such areas can be substantial. Station sites and the neighbor-

hoods, district and corridors surrounding them become accessible to metropolitan populations 

as living, working, retail and entertainment destinations. Their economic potential and physical 

form can be radically transformed.

 TODs and DOTs are important models of an alternative sustainable urbanism, a key tool in 

the reconstruction of the American metropolis. Both strategies provide development options 

that reverse auto-centric sprawl: Single-family subdivisions and commercial strips isolated by 

immense arterial roads and over-dense, disconnected buildings and precincts surrounded by seas 

of cars.

3   CHOOSING A ROUTE

The choice of a transit route is essential in determining both the viability of a transit system and 

the evolving character of the places it affects by the location of its stops.

 On a regional scale, the introduction of streetcar systems strengthens the economic primacy 

of the city centers at their terminus, and the sub centers on every stop along the way.

 In choosing a route and stops for Greenfield development, these must enable the greatest 

mixed-use housing opportunities. A terminus must also provide the maximum employment 

potential, attracting people to commute from the metropolitan edge to its center.

 A route chosen for redevelopment should connect potential receiver and sender sites, estab-

lished or planned places of intense urban activity, whether rich in just housing, or any combina-
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tion of housing, employment, retail, entertainment or special uses. Each of these places around 

stops must have the potential to be further intensified and enriched by an appropriate further 

mix of uses that encourage pedestrian activity and transit ridership. An adequate street network 

and space for future parking facilities must be available to enable redevelopment on every station 

neighborhood or district.

 A redevelopment-based system must be similarly supported by a large concentration of hous-

ing and jobs at its terminus.

4   STATION TYPES BY MODE, HEAVY RAIL, LIGHT RAIL, STREETCAR AND BUS-BASED

All transit-related development is organized around a quarter-mile pedestrian shed, and a half-

mile bicycle-riding shed around stations.

 Such development is possible around the stop of all modes of transit, heavy rail, light rail, 

streetcar and bus. The design of stations is particular to the technical requirements of each mode, 

as it is to the urban context within which it is introduced.

 Within a development intensity transect from rural to urban, stations assume a particular 

design character depending on which transect zone, from T1 to T6, they are located within. 

Stations in suburban locations should be designed as free standing platforms, corresponding and 

reflecting the order of their urban setting. Similarly, stations in metropolitan downtown locations 

should be designed under buildings in subway configurations.

 As stations are typically a vital part of the public realm, they should be prominently located 

and highly visible to the people trying to access them, or should be accessed through a coherent 

way-finding system. And they should be so designed as to support the idea that other buildings 

and their uses, including housing, can be located as physically close to them as possible.
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5   STATION PLANNING: ACCESS AND PARkING

The most crucial dimension of station planning is the means by which people access a station to 

either board transit, or to get to a destination after having traveled by transit.

 There are five ways to access a station, walking, by other forms of transit, by taxi or jitney, by 

being dropped off or picked up in a private vehicle, and by a private vehicle to or from parking. All 

of these have to be accommodated in the design of the right of way surrounding a station.

 Essential to the performance of a station as an urban place is the design of the public realm 

surrounding it in a manner that favors pedestrian convenience and safety over vehicular speed. 

The larger and more prominent the station, the more it should be framed by appropriately sized 

plazas or parks that enhance the ease of pedestrian access.

 Cars must be always removed from view in this public space surrounding stations. When 

designed into garages or lots, retail or work-live liner buildings should screen them. When de-

signed into the underground garages of mixed-use buildings, they should be entered peripherally.

 Retail and commercial activities can transform stations into destination draws, useful beyond 

their purpose as embarkation or arrival points. Pedestrian portals off parking garages or lots 

should be located more remotely, up to 750 feet away from the station entrance. Pedestrians walk-

Park-once,  
Santa Barbara, California

Rooftop parking, Dupont 
Circle, Washington, DC
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ing from their parking to the station platforms can boost the performance of the retail businesses 

located along their way.

 The less intense the development around a station, the more proximate the location of park-

ing should be, in part to enhance a sense of security for transit riders during off peak travel.

6   kINDS OF TOD/ DOTS BY PLACE CHARACTER, T1 TO T6

As in station design, buildings and places around them should correspond to a transect of devel-

opment intensity from rural to urban. Buildings, open space, landscape and infrastructure should 

assume a particular character, depending on which transect zones they are located within.

 Small, low-rise, detached, horizontal mixed-use buildings should be expected in lower inten-

sity urban settings. Attached, mid-rise, mixed-use buildings and large, high-rise, vertical mixed-

use buildings should be common in middle and high intensity urban locations respectively.

 Within an urban fabric, the density of the particular buildings deployed should vary by the 

degree of their closeness to the transit station, the closer the station, the denser the building. 

Beyond the immediate surroundings of a station, and as its direct physical presence and influence 

wanes, urban and architectural design challenges become those associated with the design or 

redesign of any sustainable neighborhood, District or corridor: interconnectedness, public realm 

definition, compactness, diversity, efficiency:

 Right of ways that are interconnected and multi modal; buildings that form the realm of 

public space of thoroughfares, parks and plazas by containing and hiding parking; projects and 

their uses that operate within a finite pedestrian accessibility shed; projects and their uses that are 

accommodated within a broad range of place, buildings and unit types, and infrastructure that is 

affordable, effective and green.
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7   NEIGHBORHOOD, DISTRICT & CORRIDOR VISIONING

Whether in development or redevelopment, planning should encompass the entire neighbor-

hood, district or corridor surrounding a station. The physical changes brought about by the con-

struction of new transit systems and the intensity of expected private development around them 

can be unsettling to the public. The transformation of exist ing con ditions is immediate and intru-

sive. The benefits generated by this kind of intense change can seem distant.

 Therefore, the construction of a transit system must always be linked through a community 

process, to a visioning urban design charrette. The community of neighbors living in proximity to 

stations can then discern the mobility, economic development and physical design benefits that a 

station design may produce for them.

 Such a process should be transparent, participatory and engage all constituencies involved, 

especially a mix of public and private interests. Most typically, the product of such an effort should 

be a special area master plan.

 Master plans for transit-oriented development must include at a minimum sections on a 

development strategy that is both economic and fiscal, a physical vision including catalytic or pri-

ority projects, a public infrastructure analysis and projection and an implementation framework 

that outlines public and private responsibilities for seeing a master plan through to fruition.

Vision for downtown park,  
Downtown Fresno Specific 
Plan, Fresno, California
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8   NEIGHBORHOOD, DISTRICT & CORRIDOR CODING

Transit stations, particularly fixed rail stations, provide unique opportunities for durable urban 

development. Their permanent locations, guarantee that large numbers of riders will access them 

every day in perpetuity. It is not surprising, therefore, that they become places where housing and 

other uses can be assembled to serious economic and fiscal advantage. Transit-oriented develop-

ment master plans typically establish the vision for such transit-centered neighborhoods, districts 

and corridors. They are best implemented through the actions of many developers, their projects 

often including many and diverse buildings and public spaces.

 Conventional urban growth is highly regulated. Yet, the current, dominant mode of Euclidean 

zoning is vague when it comes to managing the ongoing form of the city. It induces the kind of 

unpredictability that deters developers from investing in projects that promote collateral develop-

ment in their vicinity. The tendency to produce one-off, oversized, metropolitan-scale projects fol-

lows. Isolated from and unresponsive to context, these are reflexive attempts by developers to gain 

some modicum of control over the quality and character of their projects, by sheer size accompa-

nied by physical and economic isolation.

 Form-based codes are the indispensable tool for seeding the alternative to mega projects: 

incrementally assembled ensembles of smaller buildings and the human scaled places between. 

Detail from Santa Ana 
Renaissance Specific Plan, 
Santa Ana, California
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TRIPLEX,

& QUADPLEX

I. ROWHOUSE

H. LIVE \ WORK

L. CARRIAGE
HOUSE

4.5 - Architectural Standards

Liner

F. COURTYARD
HOUSING

Y = Allowed

[1] Density ranges represent the typological limits of each build-
ing type and the range of dwellings it can accomodate while 
maintaining the particular characteristics for the type, as 
described in this chapter.  Further, these figures are derived 
through the combination of each types' operational charac-
teristics as to configuration in plan and section.

[2] Each type is subject to the maximum stories allowed in 
each zone.

[3] Quadplex not allowed in the UN-1 zone

[4] Measured along the front of the lot.

K. SINGLE
 DWELLING

E. STACKED
DWELLING

Table 4.5-1

Building Type
Density
Range [1]

Lot
Width [4]

Building Types Allowed by Zone [2]

min - max RR DT UC CDR UN-2 UN-1 R/I

A. Tower-on-Podium 90 to 110 200'-400' Y - - - - -

B. Liner 45 - 50 125'-200' Y Y Y - - -

C. Hybrid Court 45 - 50 150'-250' - - - - Y - -

D. Commercial Block 30 - 40 25'-200' Y Y Y Y - - Y

E. Stacked Dwelling 40 - 50 125'-200' Y Y Y - - - -

F. Courtyard Housing 20 -30 125'-250' Y Y Y - Y - -

G. Industrial Shed 6-10 40'-75' - - - - - - Y

H. Live/Work 12-15 25'-125' Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

I. Rowhouse 7-18 25'-150' - Y Y - Y - -

J. Duplex/Triplex/Quadplex 10-15 50'-75' - - - - Y Y [3] Y

K. Single Dwelling 6-10 40'-60' - - - - Y Y Y

L. Carriage House 6-10 40'-60' - - - - Y Y Y

Tower-on-Podium

4.5.010 - Building Types

Requirements

1. Purpose.  This Chapter identifies the building types allowed within the Santa 
Ana Renaissance Specific Plan area, and provides design standards for each 
type, to ensure that proposed development is consistent with the City's goals 
for building form, character, and quality within the Specific Plan area.  The
types are organized by intensity from most intense (Tower-on-Podium) to least 
intense (Carriage House).

2. Applicability.  Each proposed building shall be designed in compliance with the 
standards of this Chapter for the applicable building type, except for public and 
institutional buildings, which because of their unique disposition and applica-
tion are not required to comply with building type requirements.  Buildings to 
be constructed on a parcel identified on the federal, state or local list of signifi-
cant historic resources shall not be placed or constructed so as to result in a 
modification of the historic resource, unless alterations conform to the United 
States Secretary of Interior's official Statndards for Treatment of Historic
Properites.

3. Allowable building types by zone.  Each proposed building shall be designed 
as one of the types allowed by the following table for the zone applicable to the 
site.  Each type is subject to the requirements of the applicable zone.

G. INDUSTRIAL
SHED

L

K
K

J
I

H
G

L
F

E

L. CARRIAGE HOUSE
(ALSO ALLOWED FOR I AND J)

A B

Industrial ShedG Live-WorkH
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C. COMMERCIAL BLOCK

B. LINER

Single DwellingRowhouse

Commercial Block

Duplex/Triplex/Quadplex

A.TOWER-ON-PODIUM

Above:
This diagram identifies the range of building 
types used in the Specific Plan. The individual 
types are arranged on a continuum of inten-
sity with the least intense at left and the most 
intense at right. Each type is allowed as identi-
fied above (4.5.010, Table 1) and its require-
ments are described on the following pages.

D. HYBRID COURT

D

C

B

A

I

C

J

Courtyard HousingStacked DwellingE F

K Carriage HouseL

Hybrid CourtD
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This method of coding offers predictability by establishing the building, open space, landscape 

and right-of-way standards that deliver an orderly urban form, by many development interests, 

over time. They also regulate uses in a flexible manner that allows a fast response to changing 

economic patterns and space needs. As form-based codes support phased, incremental design 

actions, they become ultimately supportive of both private and community interests. They maxi-

mize the performance of private projects, while building up a stable and permanent public realm.

 Architectural design must follow upon neighborhood or district master plans that include 

a vision and code for the station area. It is not politically viable to design in the context of TOD’s 

and have to fight planning and architectural battles simultaneously. The gross size and scale of 

expected projects must be clearly established in advance of any architectural design.

9   A TRANSIT PROxIMATE ARCHITECTURE

Contrary to current common understandings of Architecture, style is not the essential building-

scale design ingredient of transit-oriented development. A space-first strategy is. New buildings 

that embrace station and train right of ways, and frame them into a coherent realm of defined 

public space are the appropriate response to the design of transit stop sites. This is particularly 

true in the case of light rail, where buildings should not shy away from being located as close to 

moving trains as possible.

 Supporting absolute pedestrian connectivity shapes transit-proximate buildings in a variety 

of ways. The proper configuration of buildings and public space in station vicinities depends on 

reciprocal, people-friendly thoroughfare design. Street parking, drop-off lanes and slow-moving 

traffic generate large volumes of pedestrian traffic which positively affects both the character of 

buildings and the experience of living in them.

 Most important, ground floors are essential ingredients of TOD project design. Buildings 

in a transit station context should be designed to accommodate a variety of uses over time. Their 
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ground floors should be activated continuously, with commercial frontages predominating. If 

residential, ground floors should be open and accessible every twenty or so feet. Their parking 

should be placed behind and under them, and car entrances should be located discreetly, to also 

interfere as little as possible with the forming of pedestrian-dominant urban public space.

 TOD projects should be fitted into existing contexts in a manner that validates the historical 

continuity of towns and cities. New buildings should be designed in conjunction with adjacent 

existing ones to generate thoroughfares and public space of distinct character. This can be most 

often accomplished by designing available entitlement programs into building types of various 

densities and combining them into site plans that accomplish both internal project coherence and 

a better fit into the collective form of a neighborhood or district as a whole.

 Most often, buildings of diverse types can also be designed to incorporate a variety of dwell-

ing units by type and size, and can be expressed in an assortment of vernacular and contemporary 

styles. It is this complexity and variety, this attention to both the measured definition of new proj-

ects and the completion of existing street and city block form that generates an authentic sense of 

place. The broad consumer choice inherent in projects so designed is also a key ingredient to their 

financial success.

Lincoln-Cypress Metro Gold 
Line Station, Los Angeles, 
California

Promenade Rio Vista 
Apartments, San Diego, 
California
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 Notwithstanding issues of density, buildings should be designed in a manner that expresses 

their residential character. Their gross form should speak of human inhabitation. The fabric of 

such buildings should be made of materials and building components and assemblies that reflect 

a human scale and invite people to use them and experience them close up.

 Designing for Sustainability at the building scale should capitalize on issues that are com-

mon practice in residential design, cross ventilation, natural lighting, highly insulated shells, 

locally available construction materials and low technologies. This emphasis on passive modes 

of environmental control reflects the importance of permanence and durability in Green Design. 

Architecture dependent on exotic construction techniques and expensive environmental con-

trol devices is not a preferred option for new housing projects. Buildings so endowed offer little 

incentive for developers to risk higher project construction costs, when the economic benefit of 

Sustainable Design accrues not to them, but their buyers.

10   PHASING & IMPLEMENTATION

The difference between the typified and commoditized production housing of sprawl and mixed-

use urban housing is the rich mix of amenities that is typically associated with mature urban 

neighborhoods. Housing developed around transit creates competitive advantages for the dwell-

ings and supporting commercial uses that are proximate to it. This increased accessibility over-

comes opportunity costs associated with congestion. In this manner, transit becomes an amenity 

that can catalyze rich development opportunities in the vicinity of stations, and can produce sig-

nificant competitive economic premiums in the housing market.

 Transit-oriented development is a process that should recognize the role of the station in the 

overall context of the regions’ economic structure. There is no standard recipe for transit-support-

ive development. As projects are defined, their programming should distinguish between destina-

tion versus origin uses in order to generate places, and by extension building and development 

strategies that are unique to the special economic profile of each station.
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 Joint development opportunities with transit or redevelopment agencies should be actively 

pursued. These may maximize public investment by offering land write-downs to private develop-

ers in order to stimulate development. Other opportunities to cooperate should also be followed 

through with the local authorities that have control over the entitlement and development pro-

cesses. Changes in development standards, such as parking to building ratios or the establish-

ment of a park-once district, and increasing densities in the vicinity of stations, are prime exam-

ples of the benefits of public/ private partnership on transit-oriented projects.

 Despite their clear dependence on public sector cooperation, these kinds of developments 

need to be solidly anchored in the logic of the Market. Their internal economics should be based 

on a realistic assessment of prevailing conditions in their setting at the time of their design and 

construction. In a mixed-use strategy, each use should be economically feasible, and able to be 

financed in its own right. Together, transit and a mix of uses should produce increasing returns on 

investment stemming from their synergy and the resulting physical and economic integration of 

the project as a whole.

 Transit-oriented projects are typically large and complex enough to demand a multi phase 

development process. Such projects should be deployed on sites as large as possible. This in order 

to avoid isolated and incomplete improvements, and to produce the economic benefits expected of 

sequential project development.

Phased development
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CONCLUSION: TOWARD A SUCCESSIONAL URBANISM

Architecture is the means by which change is incrementally managed in nature and the city today, 

and typically, in the service of social and economic betterment. This is perhaps the most potent 

force operating on both our natural and urban environment, and it becomes visible in two dis-

tinctly different forms:

 As a chaotic process of assembling mobility and utility infrastructures, buildings, open space 

and landscape into uncoordinated and fragmented subdivisions; or as authentic, well-composed, 

well-constructed, well-managed whole places, incorporating the same set of urban design ingredi-

ents into harmonious neighborhoods, districts and corridors.

 Both of these twenty-first-century models lack the prospect of growing their foundation 

Urbanism into a more mature settlement. On the one hand, endless sprawl locks in the adoles-

cent urban configurations of separate use zones, anemic choices of building types, enormous 

city blocks and inadequately connected, over-dimensioned thoroughfares. On the other, highly 

planned and controlled places are typically frozen into a legal, fiscal, economic and architectural 

fixity. The design pattern, under which both were first delivered, becomes permanent. This is 

what we experience almost everywhere in the world as random as opposed to intentional change.

 A true urbanism is one that encourages and delivers successive stages of urban development 

by horizontal extension or by vertical transformation, or both. There are many key factors that 

encourage growth from one transect intensity to the next. As population densities increase, as use 

mixes become more varied, as institutions proliferate and employment concentrations intensify, 

as the need for all kinds of services multiplies, the demand for convenient mobility skyrockets.

 Parking scarcity and traffic congestion are the hallmarks of cities in this kind of transforma-

tion. Investing in transit and transit-related development become the keys to keeping cities in 

a growing mode, while their character is transformed from one stage of maturity and service to 

their inhabitants to the next.
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